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PHUSIS
Pat Revnolds
See her dances
Fingers, head and hips, turn
With and against the rhvthm.
Beat and counter beat,
Reduced to the dance;
Concentrated
in a handclap.
Dancing, alone in this silence,
All her skirts move with her;
Hair follows head follows hand.
Dancing over the· face of the waters,
Dancing over lhe edges of the sky;
Separating the light from the dark.
See her dance.

Most of you are probably blii;sfully
unaware, but in our last issue I messed up
-- I included a letler from Bertie MacAvoy
addressed
to me at Mythic Circle's address,
but it was not intended for publication.
This letter included some personal comments
and references as well as some comments on
Mythic Circle #1. I tried to reach the
author by telephone, just to make sure, but
I never got through and our deadline was
upon us so I went ahead and ran the letter.
Only the first 50 copies of TMC #2 include
the Jetter in question, a subsequent
revised edition was produced and it has
been deleted.
It is not Bertie's policy to
criticize authors in print and I offer my
apologies to Bertie and all readers of the
original edition who might have
111iaunderstood
her letter.
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Regardi"9

Mvthic

Circle 11

Dear Lynn, Christine, David, Angelee,
Douglas, CM&.) Lavinger, Charles, Joe, Mr.
Schabel, Stefan, Pendred, Neve, Anna,
Charles, and Jomil;
Thank you all for Mythic Circle Issue
One.
I especially thank Lynn and Christine
for creating such an interesting mix of
writers.
I cannot say that I enjoyed all
read, but that only is to say you have
provided a forum for a great ranoe of
writers and that included, necessarily,
some whose style I do not (?yet) enjoy.
The humour in "Mourning Light" was
great.
It was a little stilted, and it is
not immediately
clear that Aurora goes
blind when she looks at the sun; this
realisation came later, when the power of
the moment has been lost.
"Mohawk" tends to be a little obscure
in· places; it 1s not clear that the sprang,
the wife, and the girl are all the same
person.
But it is difficult to see how it
could have been clearer, and the sense of
magic and mystery preserved.
The same does
not apply lo some of the conversations; the
speakers in the conversation about thanking
the spirit had me lost (which was which?>.
"The Troll Boy" was excellent.
I
liked the use of the story-within-story,
the outer shell being used to create
the
right setting and audience for the tale.
Il was, however, over-detailed
and tended
to draw the attention away from the main
story.
Making the travelers
more
anonymous, their journey less specific,
would have made it less distracting.
"Talking Sword" was a wonderful idea,
but unsatisfactory in diction in a couple
of places.
In the first paragraph, do you
mean garnered
rather than garnished?
Sample is used for what most British
archaeologists
would call an artifact
or
object.
It is possible to have
archaeological
samples, but one sample
would contain many objects.
The meanings
may not be the same in the States.
Do you
mean to imply that Rad was more antiquary
than archaeologist?
I also wondered how
this <Celtic? - pre-Roman?) sword had come
to hear "Beowulf."
The final paragraphs
were a bit "easy" -- 'here we go again' -and not as well writ ten as the rest.
In
any case, this is just nil-picking;
tidy
those few petty points up and you will
justify its potential.
I would have preferred "The Princess
and the Teflon Slapper" to have stuck to
its main subject and not to excurscd
into
the lale(s) of Rapunzel Godiva.
1 kept
wondering about her rather than
concentrating on Ella Cinder.
Perhaps
Stefan could give me at least her
Encyclopedia Slupida entry.
Whal I want lo
know is, when Rapunzel was rescued, did her
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prince become a mean and petty husband,
with no feelings for the citizens of
Coventry, or, following her petitions for
the people, did her husband lock her up in
a tower, from whence the prince rescued
her, arranged the divorce, and so on.
And
what did the Royal Morality Bureau have to
aay about it all?
In short, 1 was tickled
by this little piece.
"The Woodsman" was very well written.
I love the blending of lhe folkish ("a
basket of herbs lay spilt beside her,
rosemary and rue strewn over the bank~ and
the equally perceptive psychological
lnaight ("she would say to me with her eyes
turned half away"),
Trevor, my husband,
knew what it ~as about from the first
paragraph;
I only recognized it when the
hood appeared, and was shocked.
On rereading it, I enjoyed the careful work tha l
had gone in to it.
The GrimCm) gaudiness
of red and yellow which characterised
the
child and her cottage was only one example
of the confidence Pendred has in his
understanding
of the story.
I was not too certain that Mythopoeic
Youth was a good idea.
Until I read Nave
and Anna's work, that is. The use of
colour in "Empress
Blue Meets Pharaoh" was
quite amazing!
This description
verges on
becoming purposeless, but recovers itself
and I think it works as a myth.
I was only
disconcerted at one point: if the Empress
lies on a bed all day and eats honey, how
come she doesn't get fat? <That's a
personal grouse!).
Anna's work is not as mature and she
obviously follows her masters.
That is how
we learn and ·she is already using her own
ideas very effectively.
You should not
tell us something is so: "the wood is
apooky;" tell us why people think it's
apooky and everyone will feel that it's a
frightening
place to be, rather than just
knowing it is scary,
There is a very aural
quality to them.
Do you tell the stories
first, Anna, before you write them?
And "Thomas The Rhymer" was pure
magic!
Thank you all. aoain, for your hard
work
May your pens never blot or your wordprocessors
go down!
Pal Reynolds
Milton Keynes, England
lteyb• •• cen teept Stefan Bilandic
into providing the eiarv of Rapunzel Godiva
fttho later greH up to eake very expensive
chocolates
for the Caepbell's
Soup
coepany!).
As for Eepress Blue and her
eysterious lack of Height-gain,
I'• quite
convinced »e'r e dealing with the Charles
llilliaes concept and I a• gaining weight on
behalf of the Eepress
and tHo or three
others to boot.

I would like to comment on Iaaue No.
(having juat received Issue No. 2, I
haven't had time to absorb it yet).
I was
impressed by all the illustrations, and
thought that the troll and boy on page 10
was especially adorable.
Generally I was impressed with the
quality of the stories.
The problem of the
youth selections interests
me especially.
Although anything you decide to do will be
problematic, I tentatively echo the
editorial suggestion that Youth submissions
ahould be accepted on their own terms and
that readers should respond to them in the
same constructive manner which they accord
to works by older writers, making
allowances, of course, for youth.
Attempting to back up my own suggestion,
offer these responses
to the vouth stories
in Issue No. 1:
Neve Mat taliano, in The Empress Blue
Meets Pharaoh, obviously has the knack for
writing vivid details and making the scenes
real to the reader.
The story is well told
and affecting.
I enjoyed it.
Because you,
Neve, are so talented (by the way, I am
interested to know whether you are male or
female) it would be helpful for you to
learn the correct forms of the verb "lie"
(something a handful of my college freshman
have great trouble doing).
The forms which
go with the third person plural are: "thev
lie" (present), "they lay" (past>, and
"they have lain" (past perfect).
However,
you should not say "they would lav" but
"they would lie," because although the
action is in the past, "would" is an
au>eiliary verb which takes an infinitive.
Consult a grammar book or ask an English
teacher about this.
I am also curious as to why, in your
view, Pharaoh tired of the relationship
before Blue did.
Was it because he was
fiery or because he was male?
I also enjoyed Miss Anne Maxie's
stories.
They were full of action and
imagination.
Although in many places thev
lacked detail, they also had some good
touches, such as the description of the
Black Forest on page 29, which showed
potential.
I would like to see Anne write
longer paragraphs,
and stick to each
episode a little longer. Obviously Lily is
a place where lots of things happen, so she
doesn't have to put them all into one
atory.
In fact, all the fights sound so
interesting, Anne, that vou could devote a
atory to each one of them.
The strategies
the characters adopt for overcoming their
enemies in each, and their doubts and hopes
aa the battles rage must be interesting.
Try to write it so that the reader feels he
is there.
I hope you will continue with you
•eries.
I have so many questions!
For
e><ample: why is Morning Star able to defeat
Maylar when her father was not?
How did

Haylar get out of hi• Sleeping Spell, and
how did he kill Morning Star's father?
What was so upsetting about this Sleeping
Spell that it made MayJar feel he still had
nqt had enough revenge even after killing
Wolf?
How did Mavlar manage to cause
trouble in Jesse's Choice after being
killed in The Witch And The Lily?
Why did
Haylar kidnap Elf-women rather than Elfmen?
Could the women do some work that the
11en couldn't, or was he more afraid of the
•en?
What was it about Lara that made her
both gentle and strong?
That in itself
could be a story! Why was she unable to
steal Maylar's key herself?
So end my comments. Thank you for
your time.
Gwenyth E. Hood
Mansfield, Pennsylvania
lle'll continue l'lith Hythopoeic Youth as
long ai; "'" receive contributions
which fall
into the category <nothing this issue).

Regarding

Mythic

Circle #2

Here I am in San Francisco for a
library conference, but I have to tell you
how pleasing the second issue of Mythic
Circle is.
Obviously you two are really
putting hours and much discrimination
into
it and it's a quality product to be proud
of.
Anne Osborn
Riverside, CA

I want to congratulate
the editors for
an enjoyable first two issues of The Mythic
Circle.
Having produced a few-page
newsletter for a small church for a year
and a half, and knowing the amount of work
even that takes, I can well imagine the
nightmare of proofreading,
sorting, typing,
paste-up, and printing that goes into a
forty-plus page magazine.
I hope you can
appreciate the pleasure we get from reading
it.
As I didn't gel around to writing
after the Winter issue, here are some
comments on both it and the Spring issue.
First of all, the artwork in both
issues was impressive, and I hope that more
' people will be encouraged to contribute.
It is nice to see a variety of stvles.
Especially good was the drawing for the
woodsman in the Winter issue; it reminded
111e a lot of the old T. Kirk drawings 'way
back when.
I am quite impressed with Lynn
Maudlin'& art work.
There is so much of it
(relatively), vet each piece has its own
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special character.
But most intriguing is
the Winter iaaue•s cover.
The main focus
is the group of persons and creatures
sitting around a fire. captivated by a
story being told. perhaps.
But at the left
is a pretty Alice-girl. gazing down outside
the circle at a worm or caterpillar inching
along.
There•s a tale here -- is the worm
an enchanted prince?
Is the girl in
possession of some secret unknown to the
others?
What is she thinking about?
This
is worse than the teasing opening page to
Bored Of The Rings!
I, like my wife, Angelee, whose letter
appeared in the Spring issue, feel a
distaste for the condescending
authornudges-reader-while-winking
stance adopted
by some of the authors in the Winter issue.
This stance, while fun occasionally, may be
especially bothersome to me because our
popular culture is now so drenched in il.
Nearly every fantasy or science fiction
movie is praised for being "a revealing
spoof of ••• " or "a tongue-in-cheek
look
at ••• ," or for avoiding the sin of taking
itself too seriously.
It is as if people
are afraid lo really enjoy something for
its own sake.
Disliking an e>elreme makes one tend to
embrace the opposite ext r eme, and the
stance described above causes me to do the
same at times.
For example, on my first
reading I thought Mourning Light reeked
with condescension.
I later realized that
I had been searching for the things I
disliked in it and ignoring its virtues,
and I was consequently better able to enjoy
it the second time through.
The serious
side of the &tory shines through the cracks
in the wall of its over-cleverness (yet
there were some genuinely humourous
passages that I missed the first time,
too).
Concerning the question
of younger
authors and their stories, I am of two
minds.
A part of me delights in reading
the innocent constructions of ine>eperienced
writers.
For instance, what professional
writer could get away with this line, from
Empress Blue Meets Pharaoh: "The Empress
felt a surge of an empty feeling she never
felt before"?
And yet the line has charm.
On the other hand, my enjoyment of the
line's cuteness may not be as helpful to
the writer (and what wonderful
potential
the writer has!> in the long run as
constructive criticism.
By the way, I
loved the rich imagery in the story and,
once again, L.M.'s illustration
fits
perfectly.
One last remark on young
authors: if critical comments are to be
made, it would help to know the author's
age, as one would comment differently on
the story of an eight-year-old than on that
of a high school· student.
Does anyone not
read the letters section of any magazinefirst?
Please continue a nice lengthy
letters column.
The variety of opinions is
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one of the pleasures
of the column; also,
the editors are to be commended on their
enviable gentle way of responding· to
letters even when disagreeing.
Seduction must set a record for
effectively
curdling the blood in the
fewest number of worda.
The Popcorn
E>eperiment
was a fun diversion.
The two
stories by S. Dorman had a refreshing
foreign atmosphere
to them; they remind me
of the folk tales in Richard Adams' The
Unbroken Web.
Holy Tiger had perhaps the
best resolution of any story in The Mythic
Circle So far.
--- In Wofus I thought for certain that
the man would follow the turtle and then
the dragon could have his cake and eat it,
too.
So I was no1 e>epecting the very sweet
but typical ending.
On the other hand, it was unfortunate
that I had to read Marital Problem in a
fan.tasy-oriented
magazine, since I knew
that the mundane setting would eventually
have to give way to some fantastic element.
I therefore guessed the identities of the
main characters
Jong before the author's
revelationi nevertheless,
the story was
well written.
Also, once again, I have to
praise Lynn's illustration
for capturing
the atmosphere exact lv,
Finally, I don't think I have enough
detachment to comment on my wife's work;
but maybe 1 can share one humorous
observation about The Hearth.
In the scene
describing
the childhood discovery
of his
mother's death, Angelee writes of the evil
Kua-ma then:
child Kua-mathen
wandered outside to see
what the commotion might be.
Beholding his
mother dead. he stood staring at her in a
curious stillness.
He spoke one word which
was his firsh "Mother."
Then he relieved
himself over he body and walked away.
An
evil omen, the people murmured •••
"An evil omen," with its unintentional
(she claims) understatement,
strikes me as
a line that could have come straight out of
a Monty Python movie.
Anoelee says that,
thanks to my remarks, she cannot now read
this chilling scene with a straight face.
Stanley E. Anderson
Huntington
Beach, California
Thanks, Stanley -· now I can't read it with
• straight face, either; an e><cellent
•>eaeple of spousal support!
But seriously,
your coeeents on reading eleeents into a
•tory ere very appropriate, especially for
a venture like TNC.
I eight suggest:
Gentle Readers, when you co•e upon co1111ents
that are so dill er eni. fro• your own
responses that it seees like you read
entirely
different stories, it's a good
tiee to re-read
the story and see if you
can catch sight of the other response
quite like Stanley's •>eperience with

I've spent some happy hours perusing
MYTHIC CIRCLE (#2) now, and want to give
you responses to a few of the pieces there:
I have - spied out a number of almost-pros
(and better
than pros!> <and hi Lee
Beasley, one of my e><-students!).
Rendino
amall mags like this keep me on my toes.
Look out, Jane, they are definitely gaining
on you!
TAPESTRY -- a subject close to my heart.
Pve uaed the weaver as metaphor a number
of timea.
Ia Kelly a weaver?
She
certainly weaves the terms and the feelings
in with orace.
However, I wish there were
a little more to this, some interaction
between the weaver and her captors.
it
needs something else lo bring it fullv to
life.
I like so much of this and yet ... and
Dreamseeker
(Spring 1987) is a story
yet I think &h• leaped over the middle of
terrible and strong.
the story to gel lo the poignant end.
This holistic tale evokes the
QREAMSEEKER -- does, in a sense, what
interconnectedness of all lfr e, and Cha e's
Tapestry didn't quite do, make a full and
part it in.
His practice of thankfulness
complete story out of very little real
is a unifying thread throughout
the whole.
action.
Interesting stories to parallel.
Because of his courtesy toward the animals
However, libb's language is not as
whc share being with him, we become aware
faultless
as Kelly's " ... spent thti day in a
of their communion with us in being.
Thus
flurry of activity" and other such phrases
it's not jarring when the dream heron comes are overworked.
He needs to go back and
and speaks with Chae.
sharpen, sharpen.
This is the kind of
This exchance reveals that the boy-man story I would have accepted (after
will not give up his quest for anything.
revisions) for my anthology for young
He wants to dream greatly
in order to have
people, SPACESHIPS & SPELLS.
the authority of a shaman to protect this
BATTLE OF THE TREES probably makes a bet ler
fragile being of creation (yet it, too, is
aong than poem.
As a song it would make me
touoh>.
more forgiving of some wrenched lines to
As Chae persists, the apparent
failure
fulfill rhymes.
I like the subject
matter
of the quest due to the snakebite enthralls
a great deal, though.
However, contrary
lo
us.
We spend the story in the grip of this
public opinion, rhymed poetry is much
assumption.
Chae too wavers in faith, yet
harder to do well than unrhymed.
he never gives up his thankfulness,
SEDUCTION reminds me of the short poetic
courtesy, and humility.
On a conscious
Dun&any gnomic tales. Thouoh a modern
level, both we and he remain unaware that
version.
Verv well done.
the quest is actually unfolding as it
POPCORN EXPERIMENT was one of the pieces
ahould.
Lee worked on in my Centrum class.
A new
So we are surprised when Chae
ending, Lee.
This is a lot of fun and much
gratefully acknowledges the snake's
tiohter
than I remembered.
Integral contribution lo his quest.
Yet we
VIJAYA AND THE SEVEN HUNDRED FIND LANKA
are aware of how fitting is this
This is a wonderfully told tale, and I
thanksgiving.
wondered
if it is based rather strictly on
Chae has shown us how to endure
an old folk traditional story or iii
"failure."
Thank you, brother Chae
entirely made up?
I was bothered by the
contractions
after the elegant fairy tale
Susan Dorman
cadences ("let's walk").
Locke Mills, Maine
IJOFUS -- I found myself fairly distracted
~I got to "Blood and bones, earth and
p.s. -- IJofus is irresistible.
Spring's
stones" which I love.
I think it is
collectio~full of good things.
Thanks
because as much as I like dragon stories,
for your editorial labors.
there were certain locutions that bothered
me ("Beyond the tingling ... " etc.)
GED -- almost worked, but lost me at the
Nice, in-depth response to Drea11seeker
Zc;,;;pression time. I think I wanted to like
there!
I'• sure Ervin will appreciate it
this more than I actually did.
The initial
(es do «e),
Susan also «r aie a lovely
gimmick is wonderful.
letter of thanks to Tia Callahan, the
ENCOUNTER -- the last two lines sing, the
artist who illustrated
her story, Viyaja
rest should be compressed into two stanzas.
And The Seven Hundred Find Lanka.
There is a strong encounter here, but its
power is vitiated by too many adjectives,
itournino light. As for the artwork, ;1e
love having eany different styles and
artists represented
-- unfortunately,
within the constraints of deadlines and
di.Lance, we're not able to sbo« as «uct»
diversity as we'd like.
If you dr e«, 00
••nd us ao•e illustrations (}l(ero"•s are
fine) to show us your strl• and we'// irv
to request illos for specific stories
whenever we can Nork it out.
In the
•••ntiee, Stanley is •Y agent and he's
arranging an e"clusive showing of the
little known L.H. pen 4 ink sketches, circa
1987, fro• the collection of the artist.
At the Guggenhei• in NYC. Any day noH •••
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too much mushiness.
SHE DANCED WITH THE ELVES -- There are some
rhythmic problems here and there, and the
last verse needs to be worked totally
("Good" is such a weak word for the
ending).
But it has some wonderful moments
in the first three verses, and the ability
to keep a consistent
ABAB is amazing.
That's all I have time for.
My
apologies to the rest.
I may get to
reading more, but for now that's going to
be it.
Jane Yolen
Hatfield, Massachusetts

llo•I - th•nks for the terrific LOC: it's
•l••YS •onderful to see established •riters
t•ke the ti•e to encourage and critique
'the great unpublished' (not to be •istaken
for 'the great un"'ashed' J -- soaeho"'• we' re
•llt•Ys a little inclined to discount the
opinions of f••ilY and friends, but a pro
cerrie« •ore •eight ("Jane Yolen •ust have
liked it; she said sf141 did and what reason
would she have to lie?"}.
If I recall
correctly, Vijaya is based on the founding
aythos of Sri Lanka (Susan? Do I put
erroneous words in your •outh?}

colloquial for the life-and-death
battle;
"spurted" would be better, although it
uaually take• on.
Why not "stained"?
Another of Reedman's poems -- She
Danced With The Elves -- is one that all of
us in mythopoeia can identify with.
Again,
one of the problems is meter.
It works
well as a four-beat line during the first
three quatrains.
But both the firsl and
the lasl lines of the fourth quatrain seem
flawed to me:

/1-

/

/'/(

//,.I

,._'/../.,.<I

'J(.

J<.

1-

1

For

)'

/;t.

the

for/est's

charm
and the thirteenth
of stresses --

/ ~

/

/J(,t/J(

fad/ed autum/nal

line would have

.....

/

,..:.

a batch

/

x

Holly King stepped forth from gnarly
tree trGnk.
<I don't care for the spondee ending
of the line in a serious poem.)
The content of Reedman's poem is
interesting.
I think it needs fuller
development to be meaningful lo a general
audience; but just as a mythic episode,
suggestive but not put into a context, it
is attractive. (Perhaps I just don't know
the context; it reminds me, a bit, of
Robert Graves' discussion of the bat tie of
the trees in The While Goddess - not just
because of the title>.
One comment on
dic t ioru "squirted" (L.24> is too
1
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/

Father frowned, mother cried for years.
Sul I do not believe "For" can be stressed
in lhe la&t line without making the whole
thing aound funny. Maybe Reedman meant for
"her" to be stressed:
'j.
/
/
)( / x ;<
/
For her life in Faery was good.
But lhe pronouns have not stressed in the
previous quatrains.
However, maybe so, for
the fourth quatrain seems to stress them:
/

,

~

/
When she vanished
wood,
Just a brief comment about three of
the poems in MC/2 (that's
not quite the
same thing as mcC?>.
My students are
writing a final as I write this -- which is
why you have to decipher my handwriting.
About Reedman's The Battle Of The
Trees - a couple of editorial typos "diead"
<L.7> and "jeaves" (L.10).
With Reedman's
pure rhymes, I'm surprised at the
irregularity
of the meter; I suppose it's a
five-stress
line without a regular pattern
to it, but if I weren't working to find
that, I'd read the fourth line as a fourstress
line:

/,..

Father frowned, mother cried for years
And: _/.
)'I
,._
1 ,,.
,.,
/
For tier life In Faery was good.
Five stresses and three stresses
respectively.
I suppose the former could
be read quickly with four stresses:

I/

But she shed
(The latter may be
XX/

/,X

.,, /

x

into [or "into") the

J<.}<./'J'..

not a single
IJ'-/J<.

I

tear.
/

But she shed not a single tear>.
Ia Reedman deliberately trying to make the
accents in the fourth quatrain uncertain?
The problem is that there is nothing
ambiguous in the stanza which calls for
this as a technique.
I can only assume it
is an aesthetic mistake.
By the way, I assume the last line is
supposed to be an understatement.
But I
think litotes are not usually successful in
lyric verse.
I was struck a couple of
years ago by how Emily Dickinson tends to
move into <a> metaphor, (b) whimsy, or (c)
religious language in the last quatrain of
her poems.
I don't always do this myself,
but I think a heightening (not a
flattening) of tone is wise.
In other
words, I should do it.
All this sounds as if I don't like
Reedman's poem; I dol
But it's the little
things in technique which will 5upport
her
theme that I'm raising questions about.
I don't have much to say about
Humpl;lries' Encounter.
H's in free verse,
so my usual comments on meter don't apply.
I don't understand
the passage
The moon's tower lord
Whose windows are dark,
Walls agleam with Death's power,
A laugnter that chills the soul.
Presumably, from the grammatical structure
which Precedes this passage, "the moon's

tower lord" is an appositive
to "•y•elf,"
Ia this just rhetorical
heightening
for the
killer. or is he supposed
to be something
111ythological?
<or is the reader nol
•uppoaed
to know which
It is -- perhaps
the
poem is meant
to be mysterious?)
I think
the simile
in the last two
lines of Humphries•
poem works
well.
setting
up the double
attitude
of the
killer.
Maybe I'll get you a note on MC/3.
whenever
I pick up a copy (maybe I'll
eventually
subscribe
and not count
on
MythCons
al which I can buy copies).
I've
got my collection of double dactyls, with a

note on the form. to the departmental
secretary for typing -- but she•s swamped.
I'll probably turn to and produce my
promised submission myself. in early
September.
Joe R. Christopher
Stephenville. Te><as
You •ake •e feel like the guy in the art
g•llery •ho s•ys. HI ••Y not kno» •uch
•bout ert but I kno« •hat I like" •ith this
letter!
You've us•d • couple of «or d« l 'v «
never seen before (either that, or your
h•ndwriting really is bad ... }. As for
editorial typos, r.-sorry but we prefer to
look at it as 'creative typing• •.•
lktu•lly. I've taken to running all these
things through the spellchecker on the
co•puter; the fun part is telling it to
ignore ell the weird na•es and foreign
spellings (we try to keep the British
spellings when that's Hhat the author used
despite the insistent A•erican spellchecker
b•eping and flashing aHay ... J.

Thank you for the Spring issue of The
Circle.
The illustration for "Seduction" is
lovely.
I enjoyed the rest of the issue,
loo.

Mythic

Mary-Lane
Kamberg
Ola lhe, Kansas

I received #2 and fell that I must
to tell you my thoughts on it.
The Popcorn Experiment is reminiscent
of Roald Dahl's classic novels Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory (one of the greatest
of children's classics,) and James and the
Giant Peach.
This kind of writing is
dangerous.
because you end up with either a
classic or silly stuff, but Lee Beasley
does better
than most I've seen, and
perhaps Mr. Dahl &hould look out.
VUaya and the Seven Hundred Find
Lanka reads like an ancient myth, the
aource of sword and sorcery.
I haven't
read one of these that was new in I don'l
know how long, most are over a hundred
years old.
In Wofus I wonder why th~ dragon
doesn't lead the man to Enjolup, which
•••ms to be the sort of place the man is
••arching for. I also wonder why the
dragon's memory is missing.
That's my only
complaint about the story. that we didn't
learn why.
In To GED or not to GED, I wonder why
Odin was choeen to help Apollo. and not
Zeus.
I'd like to know what other readers
think about this: should gods of different
religions meet in fiction?
The King of the Fomor's Grandson is a
rather revealing title.
It's an
interesting retelling of the story of Lug,
who killed his grandfather. Balor-of-theBaleful-Eye, and became king of the Tuatha
de Danaan.
How 'bout a Conanesque tale,
Janet?
The Hearth is interesting, but why do
we have chapter four?
What happened to
chapters one through three?
Finally, Cats Don't Lie, They Just
Riddle is a nice story (although the name
doesn•t seem to fit it> reminding me of
early Heinlein stuff like Have Spacesuit
Will Travel.
Some of the sentences are
rather crude, but then everyone starts out
that way. Good luck. James, but remember
there•s an awful lol of competition out
there, and more coming all the time.
Issue two was. I think, better than
iasue one. and I e><pect issue three to ·be
better.
It'll be interesting to watch
these writers develop.
write

Ronald C. Morgan II
Norwalk, California
I was very pleased to see my short
etory "Wofus" published in the Spring issue
of. Mythic Circle.
The illustrations lhal
were done with the story were wonderful.
Chere follows a request for additional
copies and the exchange of filthy lucreJ.
Thank you for all your consideration and time.
Deborah L. Hunt
Filrmington Hills. Michigan

In llofus, the dragon's •e•ory is
•1ssin9 be~e there was .J dangerous ooscer
sur aet as I or 9ods of drl Foreni religions
aeetino in fiction. I really think that's
up to the 9ods, don't you:> <rather like the
old chestnut, "Hhere does a bear sleep?
AnyHhere he 1o1ants ... ") I aean, if they
find each other et tr ec liv e and they like to
hang out and have a be er , •hat's it to us7!
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You kno•, nobody cared that St•r Uars
.t•rted •ith [pisode IV, but here you •re,
ragging on us because The Hearth is Chapter
Four -- gi••e a break!
Seriously, our
policy has been to print short stories or
excerpts
fro• longer •orks that stand
alone.
I don't think it «ould «orl« very
•ell to atte•pt serialization in this 'zine
and in reeding The Hearth Christine and I
felt it Has a nice representative taste,
enough to pique our interests Hithout being
totally frustrating, as He obviously can't
publish the entire «ort«,
Anybody have a
proble• Hith that?
Let us know (we've done
so•ethino si•ilar with Sarah Beach's piece
in this issue).

Dear Lynn, Christine, Kelly, Ervin, Janel,
Mary-Lane,
Lee, Mr. Dorman, Deborah,
Alexander, Dwight, William, Linda, Angelee,
Ronald, Charle~, Katy, Ernie, Doug, Bertie
Sarah, Frances, Anne, Alyson, Marv-Edith,
Mr. Pickett, James, Tim, and Camille;
Firstly, I would like to thank all of
veu who wrote letters.
I hope the writers
found the criticism thev contained as
illuminating as I did as a reader.
I
especially liked Anne Osbourne's reading
suggestions.
I hope Mythic Circle isn't
going to be like Medieval Literature: vou
find something you think is great, but
there is nothing else to read bv that
person.
Tapestry was verv good.
Just one
thing snagged on my mind as I read it
though.
How does the tapestry of foreign
gods being woven for the masters and
nearing completion suddenly change into a
tapestry of life, work of the Mistress?
Dreamseeker
On my first reading I did
not realize that Chae had a stutter all the
time - I thought it was a result of his
agony.
Could this be made clearer?
This
mis-understanding
did not detract from the
fact that this is a quite magical piece of
writing.
The Bat tie Of The Trees I found an
unusual triad of trees.
Holly is winlerking and Ivv winter-queen
in medieval
poetry; I have never met Alder before and
think that the poem should differentiate
between him and Holly more.
Have you tried
to use alliteration more formally, Janet?
I liked The Homecoming, it reminded me of
the short poems one finds in Irish sagas,
to repeat and highlioht some part of a
prose narrative.
What I'm really saving is
that I would like the full story, please.
The King Of The Fomor's Grandson needs a
little tightening up - but it has
definitely "got something.''
Seduction was bewitching.
Just one
thing, how did he know her the first time?
The Popcorn Experiment
is a lovely
story.
In Britain, animal feedstuffs
usuallv include squashed popcorn, pop-rye,
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pop-oats, and so on!
VUaya and the Seven Hundred Find
b!.nk! was to mv mind the best piece of
writing in the issue.
Tim Callahan's
illustration
was perfect. Holy Tiger was
not quite as sharp, but I liked the
immediacy of the present-tense telling.
Thia is only rarely attempted, and even
more rarely succeeds.
I would like to know
if these are traditional tales superbly retold, or whether they are entirely S.
Dorman's creations.
The title of Wofus put me off (is it a
lisped Rufus or a Latinlsed dog bark?) but
I did read it and am pleased that I did.
liked the burning tingling caused by
silence.
Il reminded me that hair standing
on end is a human reaction to cold, as well
aa fear.
But how can Wofui; sense "beyond"
that tingling?
"Through" might be a better
word.
The Girl \Jho Wanted To Be A Princess
•••med to me to be a little long.
It has
some very good passages, such as the image
of the boy squashing a bug, but these tend
to be rather laboriously linked together.
I think vou should try to let the reader do
more work, and cut some of the detailed
explana lions.
The Shattered Wizard is a very nice
twist on simplistic fantasy-adventures.
Il
was a little slow in starling, but from the
appearance of the head, the pace was
perfect.
Cosmic Burial feels like a very
personal piece of writing.
Clarence seems
to be both very dissatisfied with his life
and have a pl)ilo'°ophical acceptance of
unhappiness which is not successfully
reconciled.
I enjoyed Cats Don't Lie, They Just
Riddle. Perhaps prompted by the title, and
considering the outline of the past
relationship between Earth and CatStar we
are given in the prologue, I was a little
surprised how trusting Jeret and Ressav
are.
I found The Hearth
rather hard going,
probably because I was reading it out of
sequence.
When Mythic Circle prints
excerpts from longer works, please could
the author provide a synopsis of the
earlier action and emphasis?
I should add
that I think it oood that Mythic Circle
provides a place for such excerpts.
Pat Reynolds
Milton Keynes,

England

Thanks for another LOC, Pat.
I'd like to
point out to fellow readers that it costs
Pat «or e to send T 11C first class airttail to
Eno/and than she pays for the subscription
-- but this alloHs her to participate in
the letter coluen and we definitely
appreciate her presence here.

I just arrived home from England to
find my contributor's copy of "M.C."
waiting for me. I really enjoyed it, cover
to cover, as most of the stories are in the
vein of fantasy I enjoy - real fantasy,
rather than horror/SF /or rnodern tales with
fantasy trappings!
I loved Dwight E. Humphries' poem,
Encounterr-I think Dwight is a really good
poet - and I hope to read more of his work
in MYTHIC CIRCLE.
My favorite story was The Hearth -beautifully written and evocative!
I also
liked Tapestry - the weaver reminds me a
bit of a character
in my own (unfinished)
novel, "The Vanquished Moon."
Janet P. Reedman
Victoria, Brit.Columbia,

Canada

p.s. - I visited Merton College in O><ford,
plus the Botanical Gardens C+ that famous
tree> and "The Eagle & The Child" <Bird &
Baby) pub!
p,p.s. - E><cuse the e><ecrable handwriting!
I'111 atil1 jetlagged!
That's Hhat He like to see - folks giddy
Hith jetlag, Hriting in their LOCs!
Can
you do less?
I really like it Hhen people
11isit Haudlin Co/leg• in O>tford (oh, that's
/fagdal•n•···n•ver
•ind).

What a nice surprise to see my story,
The Popcorn E><periment, printed so quickly,
Visually, the second issue is an
improvement over the first one--more white
apaces, larger margins, slightly larger
print.
The little sketches added a nice
touch to my story,
I liked the diversity of the stories
in both issues and the letters
printed in
the second issue.
I e><pect to add my
comments soon.
CSIX WEEKS LATER)
Thank you for reminding me that I
planned to write comments of some of the
stories published in the Spring issue:
Tapestry
was exc ellerit reading.
loved it.
Dreamseeker is well writ ten and very
enjoyable for me. Perhaps the last three
paragraphs could be condensed considerably.
The ne><t-to-last paragraph is extraneous.
Vjjaya and the Seven Hundred Find
Lanka doesn't come to life for me. None of
the characters
are fleshed out.
The Girl Who Wanted To Be A Princess
is a nice story, but the ending trailed off
for me. How old is Laura at first?
A
little picky - the word 'ickiest'
grates as
not the rioht word for the story.
The Kinsr Of The Fomor's Grandson is an
interesting story but not quite believable
for me.
Ilmenaur's change of heart at the

last comes too abruptly.
Is Baranek the
11ain character or is llmenaur?
The Shattered
Wizard is entertaining
and very imaginative with a nice twist lo
the ending.
Holy Tiger is a good folktale tvpe of
alory.
However. it could u&e some cutting
and needs more showing than telling.
The
ending Isn't believable.
What did Deno
learn from all this?
I liked Cosmic Burial very much
although it was a little confusing at
times.
I like the wide variety of fantasy
stories and the comments from your readers.
My hat's off to you for such a labor of
love.
Lee Beasley
·Bellevue, Washington
Let this letter
be an eKa•pla to you: never
••ntion, even in passing, the possibility
of sending us a LOC -- we Hill hound you
until you deliver! (actually, Lee Has
•onderful and only needed one bashful
request.)
In regards to Girl/Princess,
the
author, Linda IJoeltjen, is planninf1 for has
Hritien?) a series of stories
about Laura
end Has reluctant to go too far Hith this
one for fear of treading on the toes of the
n•Kt story <•y, Hasn't that gracefully
stated! such tact! such coH1and of the
[ nglish language! and you «ond er why ]'111
editing this thing ••• ).
I, for one,
continue to •arvel and delight at the
different
responses
to the various stories.
This is fun.
IJe should continue.

I enjoyed The Mythic Circle Issue
Number 2 as much as issue one. Among my
favorites
were the stories by S. Dorman,
especially Holy Tiger which was the more
accessible of the two.
It was delightfully
vivid and humorous.
To tell the truth, I
had some difficulty fiourino out what
IJijaya was about; if the prince's central
problem (banishment from homeland and
father) was solved, and he developed the
civilized &kills that good rulership
requires, it was conveyed in a manner too
successfully subtle and oriental for me to
grasp it.
The King of The Fomor's Grandson
I also found quite appealing, and it seemed
to beg for lon~er treatment.
But then I
have this unfortunate tendency to think at
epic length.
I was deeply affected by Angelee
Anderson's The Hearth but I saw
difficulties in it which I hadn't seen in
The Accuser of the previous issue, which
had struck me as an almost perfectly
flawless gem of a story.
Anderson's
handling of language is wonderfully deft
and subtle and covers a lot of ground in a
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few words.
It is like a beautiful tapestry
presenting design of a large and intricate
story in little space.
But the reader
seldom feels that he is really "there"
within the scenery.
This technique works
in a short piece like The Accuser. but in
The Hearth I thought it was a problem.
There were only two places where I felt I
was really "on the scene" -- when Adan-eren
died and when Danu-sin died.
That was
e><cellently done. but there needs to be
more of it.
A reader's attention
span can
only be held so long by long-distance
looking.
The Youth story. by James S. R.
Ayling, had good potential and moves well.
The concept of the U-tunnel and salt-mining
is stimulating.
My chief difficulty with
the story is my inability to keep the
speciation straight.
I assumed, without
being e><plicitly told, that the inhabitants
of Catstar were catlike creatures. but the
paragraphs describing them did not serve to
remind me. Zlddori was e><plicitly called a
"rnan;" what, then. had he been doing with
the Catstilians?
But perhaps that was in
one of the episodes not published.
General
Ressav was specifically said to be a
Catstilian, but nothing was said of his
catlike-features
(protruding whiskers?
Green eyes?
A tendency to purr and yowl?)
in the conversations which concerned him.
The idea of catlike-anthropomorphic
beings
is so charming that I missed finding out in
more detail
what they were like.
[The
illustrations
of Ressav and Ziddori did not
help much either.
And since the catlike
creatures were not developed, what were the
Fo><ans doing there?
Am I being too brutal?
Perhaps you should leave out the &action in

aquare brackets?]
The illustrations are wonderful.
I
really enjoyed them all, but 1 especially
got a kick out of the portrait of Zeus and
Hera on p.17 and the Danteaque suggestions
on p.34.
The woman on p. 29 was hauntingly
e><pressive.
The Callahan illustration on
p. 10 was remarkable; 1 am hard pressed to
describe my reaction.
It evoked the mythic
qualities of the story for me somewhat more
vividly than the story itself, which as I
aaid I had trouble understanding.
All
those sleeping bodies beneath the pond -is that the unconscious, or are they like
unborn children?
It reminded me of Blake a
little.
I look forward to the ne><t issue
greatly.
I am thinking of requiring my
creative writing class (Winter '88) to
order an issue. but I fear that you may not
be able to handle a one-lime order of
twenty or so issues.
Gwenvlh E. Hood
Mansfield, PA
IJ••d just lov• to hendl11 • onrti•e order
of twenty is•ues!
Let us know what issue
you went 1'1httn the ti•e co•es and we'll work
it out.
No proble•-•·
Obviously. we
didn't think you were too brutal between
ib« brackets
but .Jeft the •><change as an
•><••Pl• of how one •ight write a LOC and
leave the 11ditors so•e rope to hanQ by ...
l'• tickled by your response
to Ti••s
VUaya illo as that was the scene I wanted
hi• to illustrate but I never told hi• sol
I handed hi• a copy of the story and said,
"See whet you co•• up with for this one ... "
Seell shivers of deliQht QO up and dosen the
back at such ser•ndipitous
eKperi11nces ...
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